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Troy and the Robots



In the distant future – the robots have taken over, and have in fact annihilated the humans. Let’s join them in their robotic lair. Roles: Humans: Tootsie (Brian) and Pinky (Jessica) Robots: 2PTO, MYOB, Mainframe, Lee server, Dot Matrix, Binary Bob, Megabyte, MAC, Tosh, Tandy …. Greeks: Socksaclies, Pantsaclies, Greek Soldiers Trojans:…..



Introduction Robots in front of the curtain in spotlight – Dot Matrix, Binary Bob, Tandy (Linking the previous performance – vary accordingly) Dot



Thank you grade ones for their inspirational depiction of farmyard animals



Bob



Let’s hear it once again for the grade 1’s



Song Humans are dead - (Flight of the Conchords song with slightly modified words) Tandy:



It is the distant future, the year 2000



Tandy + Bob:



The distant future, the year 2000



Dot, Tandy, Bob:



The distant future, the distant future



Bob(spoken)



The future is quite different to the present



Dot (spoken)



The world is different now



Tandy (spoken)



There are no more stairs



Bob (spoken)



There is no more yogurt



Dot (spoken)



The World is a much better place



Tandy (Spoken)



There are no more humans
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Troy and the Robots Curtains open – robots do a space invader movements across the stage Dot, Tandy, Bob



Finally robotic beings rule the world



All Robots (Chorus1) The humans are dead The humans are dead We used poisonous gasses And we poisoned those nasties (chorus 2)



The humans are dead



Bob



She’s right they are dead



All



The humans are dead



Bob (to someone in audience) look at that one it’s dead All



It had to be done



Bob (off stage)



I’ll just confirm they are dead So we could have fun



Bob



Affirmative, I poked one it was dead



All



A system of oppression what did it lead to Robot depression (Robot be ba boo) We had so much aggression, that we just had to kill them Had to shut their systems down



2PTO (steven hawkings spoken voice) Can’t we just talk to the humans. Their level of understanding could make things better. Could we just talk to the humans and work together. No? All



No…because they are dead



Chorus 3



The humans are dead



Dot



Yes they are dead.



All



The humans are dead



Dot



Sniff this one, it’s dead



All



We used poisonous gasses
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Troy and the Robots Dot



With traces of lead



All



And we poisoned those nasties



Bob



Binary Solo



Tandy



0000011 0000011 10100011 10101011



All



One more time without emotion The humans are dead, dead, dead, dead, deeeerrrrrr



Script: Mac



Attention, attention. Here comes Mainframe



All



Good evening Mainframe



Mainframe



Relax please robots. Status report. What’s going on, Dot Matrix?



Dot



We were just celebrating the demise of the human race.



MYOB



That vermin. We squashed ‘em, we squished ‘em, we squelched ‘em till they were squerrr..



Mainframe



That will do.



Mac



Now we can live in an ordered, logical world, safe in the knowledge that all humans have been exterminated



All



Exterminated! Exterminated!



Mainframe



Silence. That’s not quite true. You see I did keep a couple of specimens.



All



No way!



Mainframe



Yes it’s true



All



Get out a here!



Mainframe



I’ll show you. (Pulls off a blanket of a large cage to reveal 2 children – robots gasp in horror)



Binary Bob



Actually, they are quite cute



Anne alog



Look at their peekie little eyes



Broad band



(goes to pat them and gets bitten) aahh vicious blighters, aren’t they.



Mainframe



I call them Pinky and Tootsie
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Troy and the Robots Tootsie



My name is Brian and this Jessica.



Mainframe



Yeh…whatever you say Toots. Give them one of these (bananas) . They love ‘em



HP



Here you go humans….munchy munchy (they eat hungrily)



All



Aahhhh!!!



MYOB



But why did you keep them?



Mainframe



They may be primitive life-forms, but I believe there are some things we could learn from them



HP



Some believe our original creator was a human



All



Impossible



MYOB



Yes a man named Bill Gates made it possible for every human to have a computer in their home



Dot



What a plan. He infiltrated every home.



MYOB



Soon they depended on us, and bingo… we were one step away from world domination



2PTO



I have heard about Bill Gates. He then got into helicopters and sold sub-standard peanut butter



All



That was Dick Smith!



Mainframe



Enough! Boot up Lee Server so we can communicate with our outpost on Mars



HP



Its not working, I think it is terminal.



All



You don’t mean….



HP



I do. We need to plug this in the terminal



LS



Mars to Earth, Mars to Earth. Come in



Mainframe



Go ahead Mars



LS



Houston, we have a problem. All robots on Mars have been destroyed.



All



No!!!!



LS



I am the last survivor



Mainframe



What has attacked you?
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Troy and the Robots Lee Server



It was (gasps) a…trojan horse



All



Oh my motherboard!



Mainframe



Quick. Data Retrieval. Everything you know about horses.



Anne alog



Gallop



Tosh



Giddy up



2PTO



clip clop



Dot Matrix



Neigh



Mac



Sugar cube



Megabyte



I got nothing



Mainframe



Ummm



Jessica



I think I can help



2PTO



Not now Pinky, this is serious



Jessica



I remember hearing about the Trojan Horse in history lessons.



Tandy



Go on



Jessica



Back in the time of the ancient Greeks - Dream music & Ancient Greek scene on stage right–



Socksaclies



How are we supposed to storm the city of Troy, the walls are huge?



Greeks



Yeah



Pantsaclies



I have a cunning plan



Greeks



Errpp



Pantsaclies



Indeed. I constructed a giant wooden horse. (gymnasium horse)



Greeks



Don’t look like a horse



Pantsaclies



Oh believe me. It’s a horse.



Greeks



So what’s so good about it?



Harry Stotle



(inside) stop pushing me!
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Troy and the Robots Archie Medes (inside)It’s not my fault Pantsaclies



(lifting lid) you see it has soldiers inside it



Greeks



Cool



Archie



Did you drop one?



Harry



Nope



Pantsaclies



Pack it in you two. Now keep quiet this is supposed to be a top secret operation



Jessica



So they pushed it to the gates. (Dream music)



Socksaclies



Offering for the Trojan people



Epheus



Thank you, it’s lovely



Socksaclies



Sign here (scroll)



Epheus



What is it?



Socksaclies



A horse, ofcourse.



Epheus



If you say so.



Jessica



And later, under the cover of night, they slipped out opened the gates, let in the Greeks and the rest, as they say is history (slow motion action)



G1



Die you Trojan scum!



Trojan 1



That’s a bit racially insensitive



G2



Could please keep still while I try to decapitate you? Freeze



Mainframe



So you are saying



Jessica



that if a gift arrives from Mars



Mainframe



I shouldn’t…



Jessica



No



Mainframe



Because it could be…



Jessica



Yes



Mainframe



And that could bring about the end of…
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Troy and the Robots Jessica



Yes



Lee Server



You’ve got mail. It’s an exciting download from the Planet Mars



2PTO



Stop!



Mac



No one touch it.



Mainframe



Lee Server, please delete it immediately



Lee



Done



All



Phew!



Mainframe



Humans. Thank you. And though you are of course inferior to us, we will accept you as if you were equals. (releases them from the cage)



Brian



Thank you



Jessica



I think?!



Finishing song of your choice
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